
DNA Testing 
Companies 

Pros and Cons, Costs and Features



What is DNA?  DNA or deoxyribonucleic ( De-Oxy-Ribo-
Nucleic) acid is a long molecule that contains 
our unique genetic code. Like a recipe book 
it holds the instructions for making all the 
proteins in our bodies. 

 The complete set of DNA makes up your 
genome, the encyclopedia of life. It makes 
your eyes blue or brown, your body tall or 
short.



Why do we use DNA 
for genealogy?

 We use DNA testing to find and analyze DNA matches 
to understand the family unit we are part of and to find 
out about unknown ancestry and heritage.

 In today's modern world and through scientific 
breakthroughs there are several companies that offer 
DNA testing.

 These tests usually are done by you submitting a 
sample of your saliva which contains your DNA or a 
mouth swab that collects DNA material from inside 
your cheek.

 The most popular DNA testing companies are 
AncestryDNA®, 23 and Me®, My Heritage® , and 
Family Tree DNA (FTDNA) ®

 These companies provide autosomal DNA tests. Not all 
provide testing for Y-DNA or for Mitochondrial DNA.



Autosomal –
Mtdna – YDna

Autosomal DNA tests trace a person’s autosomal 
chromosomes, The first 22 of the 23 chromosomes are 
called Autosomes which contain the segments of DNA 
the person shares with everyone to whom they’re 
related (maternally and paternally, both directly and 
indirectly).

Mitochondrial DNA tests trace people’s matrilineal 
(mothers-line) of ancestry through their mitochondria, 
which are passed from mothers to their children.

Since everyone has mitochondria, both males and 
females can take mtDNA tests.

Because Y-chromosomes are passed from father to son 
virtually unchanged, males can trace their patrilineal 
(male-line) of ancestry by testing their Y-chromosome.

Since women don’t have Y-chromosomes, they can’t 
take y-DNA tests (though their brother, father, paternal 
uncle, or paternal grandfather could).



What is a 
centimorgan?

A centimorgan (cM) is just a fancy word that 
geneticists use to describe the length of DNA 
segments – specifically, the difference 
between chromosome positions. We inherit 
DNA on each chromosome from each parent, 
and we will share segments of genetic material 
of varying sizes with our relatives.

The distance between the location on the 
chromosome where the shared DNA segment 
starts to the point where it ends is measured in 
centimorgans.



What is a segment?
 A DNA segment is a block, chunk, piece, or 

string of DNA on a chromosome. 

 I use segments to determine if DNA 
matches are linked together by the same 
segments of DNA they share.



AncestryDNA  U.S. 
Based in Utah

 Receive percentages of your ethnicity     
estimate and regions

 Identify other relatives who have also taken  
Ancestry.com’s DNA test

 The ability to contact DNA matches.

 Research your family.

 Build family trees as large as you need.

 DNA Collection Type: Saliva Collection 

 DNA Test Type: Autosomal

 Time to Result: 6-8 Weeks

 Pricing – DNA test kit $99.00 They do have 
sales.









Ethnicity Results
 Ethnicity results are only estimates.

 The DNA testing companies using data from people 
who have tested with them get a benchmark of 
patterns of ethnicity from the DNA patterns.

 You also receive ethnicity results based where your 
ancestors and the ancestors of your DNA matches 
come from over the years.

 Migration formed the basis of all ethnicity since we all 
come from somewhere else.

 Based on my DNA Matches I found that my maternal 
side (mother) came mostly from Russia, Hungary and 
Latvia though most of the areas have changed 
country ownership or control over the centuries.

 My paternal  side (father) came mostly from Belgium, 
France and Germany. I also have a little Scandinavian 
ethnicity.









Family Trees

 Your DNA matches and how they are 
related to you are estimated based on 
the amount of DNA you share with them.

 You must build a family tree and place 
your matches in the correct places in 
order understand the true relationship you 
share with your DNA matches.

 Ancestry gives you the ability to build as 
many trees as you wish and to make 
them as large as you need.







Researching your family will help build your tree





Ancestry’s Thrulines



23andMe   
U.S. Based in 

California

 2000+ Geographic regions of Ancestry Reports

 50+ reports including Ancestry Composition , Ancestry 
Detail Reports, Maternal & Paternal Haplogroups , 
Neanderthal Ancestry

 DNA Match List

 Collection type – Saliva

 4-6 weeks to results

 Find and connect with relatives in the 23andMe 
database who share DNA with you.

 Automatic Family Tree Builder starts a family tree 
automatically based on your DNA. You only get one 
tree.

 No subscription cost. Tools are free after the DNA test.









Your ethnicity based on each 
chromosome.











My Heritage DNA –
Based in Israel  Over 100 million users and 20 billion 

historical records available

 Uncover the geographic and ethnic origins 
of your ancestors

 DNA Match List

 Build your family tree

 Available in over 40 languages

 DNA Collection Type:   Cheek Swab

 GEO Regions: 200 Regions

 DNA Test Type: Autosomal

 Time to Result:  3-4 Weeks



















Family Tree DNA 
(FTDNA) U.S. Based 

in Houston

Get a breakdown of ethnicities that 
contributed to your genes.

 See how your DNA compares to ancient 
populations, from DNA samples found in 
archaeological dig sites.

Get your mitochondrial DNA analyzed, giving 
you specifics about your maternal side 
(mtDNA test)

 Several options for Y-DNA testing, allowing 
you to get insights on your paternal side (Y-
DNA test) $119 to $449

Collection type – Cheek Swab

 Results in about 2-4 weeks











DNA Painter







Transferring your 
DNA Data 

to other sites.

 AncestryDNA® and 23 and Me® results data can be 
transferred to other sites in order to find more possible 
matches of your family.

 AncestryDNA® and 23 and Me do not allow you to upload 
DNA Data to their sites. 

 You can transfer your DNA to My Heritage, FTDNA and 
LivingDNA for free.

 Gedmatch® is a open public data base that excepts DNA 
data from Ancestry, 23 and Me®, My Heritage®, 
FamilyTreeDNA ® (FTDNA) and LivingDNA®

 The results of the transfer will show a data base of DNA 
matches across all the DNA companies.

 Since Gedmatch® is a open and public forum, the privacy 
of your data is not completely secure and can be viewed 
by anyone wishing to check that database

 You can decide the level of privacy you wish to achieve on 
Gedmatch®.

 Gedmatch® was used to find family information that 
ultimately lead to the arrest of the Golden State Killer who 
was sought after for almost 40 years.



1st Cousin 1x removed 
Her Great Grandparents 
are my Grandparents.

2nd Cousin 1x removed
Her Great Grandparents are 
My Great Great Grandparents

½ 1St Cousin 1x removed
His Grandfather is my 
Great Grandfather. 
His Grandmother is not 
related to me.



 DNA Testing is a fun and exciting way of learning more 
about your family's history and finding new family 
members.

 All of the companies I discussed today are for profit 
companies

 I do not work for any of the companies, nor do I 
recommend one over another.

 I recommend that you do your own research to decide 
which company will best suit you and your family research.

 Each company uses their own formula or algorithm to 
decipher the DNA you provide to them, so each may have 
different ethnicity results.

Consider each company’s costs, features, and privacy 
options best for you. 

 Remember not to pay for subscriptions to companies if you 
are not using them






